Brains need exercise too.

Just like your abs and glutes, your brain needs exercise. And Brain Games is the perfect workout—with the added advantage of being entertaining. Solving a puzzle helps sharpen your ability to focus, your sense of logic, as well as your memory. So, what are you waiting for? Grab a pen and let’s work out.

**Brain Games**

**Stroke Signs SCRAMBLE**
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**Brain Maze**

Find the center of the brain

**STAND** | **1** | Sand | Dice Dice | Cycle Cycle | LE | PA WALK RK | WALKING ICE

**Roads**

C | ROADS | ____ship

**Directions**

1. Stand
2. Enter
3. Cycle Cycle
4. Le Vel
5. Sand
6. Roads
7. Mom Dad Son Daughter
8. Ship